
three proposals

an identity system for a 
menstrual syndrome elixir
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introduction

Around 75% of women report suffering 
from symptoms of premenstrual syndrome. 
Some even suffer from premenstrual 
dysphoric disorder which can even lead to 
depression and affect daily life activities. 

If only there was a magical elixir to suppress 
all these disruptions.

For my capstone project, I have developed 
three possible identity systems for a mock 
drink that would improve a woman’s month.

With three varied audiences, each identity 
system comes with its own brand, language, 
and series of posters and bottles. Finally, 
each direction includes an informational flyer 
for more information and guidance.

These three directions aim to include all 
women in the hopes of spreading aware-
ness about this unspoken topic.



direction A
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brand identity

logo

typeface

Avenir Next Bold
Avenir Next Demi Bold
Avenir Next Medium

colors

design elements
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keywords

message driven,
powerful, straightforward,
clear, direct

language & labels

menstrual, follicular,
ovulation, luteal

bottles

glass, round
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poster series
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bottles & labels
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flyer

front back
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direction B
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brand identity

logo

typeface

Museo Sans 700
Museo Sans 300

colors

design elements
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keywords

ingredient driven,
organic, natural,
informational

language & labels

winter, spring, 
summer, fall

bottles

sustainable carton
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poster series
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bottles & labels
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flyer

front back
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direction C
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brand identity

logo

typeface

Baskerville Italic
Gotham Narrow Med
Gotham Narrow Med Italic

colors

design elements
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keywords

treatment driven,
calm, soothing,
balanced

language & labels

phase 1, phase 2, 
phase 3, phase 4

bottles

tall, thin, glass
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poster series
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bottles & labels
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flyer

front back
34



This book was written, designed, and bound 
by Fernanda Fiszner. It was set in Univers 
and printed on Neenah Classic Crest 80lb 
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